BE HERE @ 10am Thursday
AR for the Masses
Do Not Miss IT !!!!

Where R Wearables
@Biocodes
Ups & Downs & Ups

Zombie Ants
Once infected, the ant continues about its business as normal - for the most part. By
day the ant acts like an ant. But as the sun goes down, the parasite takes over. Every
night, the zombie ant will leave its colony behind and search for a blade of grass. When
it finds one, it climbs to the top, bites down, and waits until sunrise. Night after night,
the ant will dutifully wait a top its blade until it gets accidentally eaten by a grazing
sheep, thus completing its enslaver's life cycle.

Zombie Humans
The flu does the same thing.
During the incubation stage people
are more social.

We can use BLE / Map to warn people !!!

Physiological Data is Powerful
More sensors and more data

Dogs can smell cancer

Signals are everywhere (everyday)

Mind / Body technology shift
Shift from using our body to survive to using our mind to survive. Body has started to
decay from inactivity.
Body has not adapted to the current level of inactivity and has lead to numerous
problems.
The evolution of our brain has not keep up with the dramatic change in our
environment.
The intelligence that should be in our decisions must be moved into the technology we
wear.

How do Wearables Help ???
I am male 60 years of age, working a desk job for the past 20 years. At 5'9" I was 225 lbs and looking for a way to fit in an
exercise program which my doctor has insisted on for the past few years but I could never seem to find the time or motivation to
do so. Once the new year started I had made the decision that I would find something that would help me reach a goal of fit some
type of exercise in my life. I began my research on the internet and found Fitbit. I went out and piracies the HR Charge because it
met my needs I wanted to accomplish. It has now been 3 months with the feedback I receive from my Fitbit and finding ways
to keep moving, I feel better, have reduced my high blood pressure and now weigh in at 185lbs.

I only have 5 more pounds to hit my goal. I wanted to take a moment just to say thank you.

Interestingly, Health IQ, an insurer, has spent heavily recently on programmatic ads, stating: “Special rate life insurance for
runners. Runners who can complete an 8-minute mile have a 35% lower risk of all-cause mortality and a 41% lower

risk of death from heart disease.”

It is hard to build stuff
People only see the

Success !!!

Not the hard work and not all
thousands of hours of time

Inbreeding of wearable companies
●
●
●
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●
●

Bodybugg (Astro Teller)
Jawbone Up
Fitbit flex
Pebble
Nike+ fuelband
Watch Apple
Google Glass

Puma (WearOS) <-> Fossil <-> Misfit // Adidas <-> Fitbit

Typical Story Intel (Adidas)
→ Three years after trying to buy its way in with the $100 million acquisition of a
little-known smartwatch maker named Basis Science. Recall all watches after a year
because of overheating.
Intel axed its entire smartwatch and fitness-tracker group to focus on augmented
reality, sources say
Intel laid off about 80 percent of the team that made the Basis smartwatch in
November, and has now eliminated the division entirely, a person familiar tells CNBC.
Intel has been slowly de-emphasizing its wearables business since making a big push
around the area in 2014.

The early success stories are crashing!
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Motorola (MotoActv) has exited the market.
Pebble shut down in December.
Jawbone did the same in July.
Intel, which had acquired the wearables firm Basis, shut down that company and
exited the smartwatch and fitness tracker space completely.
Fitbit sold 2.3 million fewer devices last quarter compared with the same quarter a
year ago, the company announced this month.
Zeo / Lark / etc ...
Nike no longer builds hardware. (“Hardware is hard”)
Adidas dumped hardware group, going with Fitbit
Fossil buys MisFit, works with Puma (WearOS)

The Cost Of Building New Ideas
Yahoo snapping up
53 mobile companies
for a total of $2.8 billion
and shutting them down!

https://gizmodo.com/heres-what-happened-to-all-of-marissa-mayers-yahoo-acqu-1781980352

Nike
Nike was the one major sports apparel company to sit out the trend, perhaps because
its digital portfolio was already comparatively robust.
Jordan Rice, senior director of Nike NXT Smart Systems Engineering -- "Nike had
gone through this process of creating consumer electronics gadgets and things that
were maybe not central to its original core,” he said at the event. “You could argue
maybe that was a great innovation experience. You could argue that we maybe lost our
way a little bit. You could maybe argue that that wasn’t authentic to who we were. But
it left us with a bit of a hangover — me included.”

Nike Flight Path
FuelBand Timeline
▪

Nike+ sensor in shoe (iOS only)

▪

Nike+ FuelBand released

▪

Samsung Gear S gets Nike+ Running App, no phone required

▪

Nike+ integrated into iWatch

The study carried out by the University of Pennsylvania showed that most inaccurate tracker was
the Nike FuelBand and that most users using a fitness tracker would be better off using their
phone. (M9 chip)

▪

Nike+ Fuel app runs on iOS and Android (no band)

Apple Watch
Apple Watch Sales Soar To 8 Million In Last Quarter, Apple Owned 2017 Wearables
Market

This is going to be bigger then ...
I know a good idea when I see it ...

Engelbart's law of technology / Amara's Law
"We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and underestimate
the effect in the long run."

disruption
development

“Roy Amara and Doug Engelbart both worked at Stanford Research Institute in the 60's and 70's. It was Doug Engelbart that explained the
underlying cause of this effect to me, namely the difficulty the human mind has in comprehending exponential growth.” - David Maynard

Tech is rapidly evolving
▪ Radar based controls
It can detect movement of less than a millimeter—you hold
your hand as still as possible, and it still sees huge motion.
3,000 times a second, it collects information about where
your hand and fingers are, and what they’re doing.

Multi-touch force feedback in fabric

Tech Fashion Class
Teaching tech @ fashion designer has to have the training to know:
1)

should I hide this technology in the garment?

2)

should I showcase this technology in the garment?

3)

how can I use this technology to enhance the physical appearance
of the wearer?

4)

what else have I seen with these limitations (using this
technology) in clothing?

5)

understanding the current state of art in wearable solutions what
can I apply here?

Fashion is more important than Tech
“If it works but is ugly, no one will wear it but if
it is gorgeous and does not work well then
people will forgive you”
@Biocodes

